APA Examples:

Using the authors name in the text:

Johnson (1997) makes this contrast: “A channel surfer hops back and forth between different channels because she’s bored. A Web surfer clicks on a link because she’s interested” (p. 109).

Not using the authors name in the text:

One observer makes this contrast: “A channel surfer hops back and forth between different channels because she’s bored. A Web surfer clicks on a link because she’s interested” (Johnson, 1997, p. 109).

Entry in the References List:


Paraphrase, Summary, or Short Quotation:

In 1997, the Gallup poll reported that 55% of adults in the United States think secondhand smoke is “very harmful,” compared to only 36% in 1994 (Saad, 1997, p. 4).

Quotations 40 Words or Longer:

Indent the entire quote, follow authors name in quote or not in quote (see above) for reference style.

LDS.ORG:

If you originally find things in LDS.ORG, use the original source for your reference material such as “Ensign” “BYU Speeches of the Year” “CES Firesides”, etc. This will hold true for ALL church materials of a doctrinal nature.

Ensign Example Citation:


For All Other Questions:

Check “The Brief Penguin Handbook” A Custom Edition for Brigham Young University-Idaho. This is sold in the Book Store if you do not have one.